The crea(ve person knows that there is
always room for improvement.
Harris, 1998
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• What, then, is crea(ve ability? Can it be
expressed in words?
• Can it be assessed?
• Does any development take place?
• What part does the student’s background
play?
• Can crea(vity be taught?

Lindström, 2006

How do the experts deﬁne crea(vity?
“Crea(vity: The genera(on of products or ideas
that are both novel and appropriate”
Hennessey & Amabile, 2010.
“Crea(vity is any act, idea , or product that
changes an exis(ng domain into a new one.
And the deﬁni(on of a crea(ve person is:
someone whose thoughts or ac(ons change a
domain, or establish a new domain.”
Csikszentmihalyi, 1996

‐ Novel – no
‐ Appropriate ‐ yes

3 important intellectual skills
as outlined by Sternberg (2006)

a) the synthe(c skill to see problems in new
ways and escape the bounds of conven(onal
thinking
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3 important intellectual skills
a) the synthe(c skill to see problems in new
ways and escape the bounds of conven(onal
thinking
b) the analy(c skill to recognize which of one’s
ideas are worth pursuing and which are not
c) the prac(cal‐contextual skill to know how to
persuade others of – to sell others on – the
value of one’s ideas

‐ Novel ‐ maybe
‐ Appropriate ‐ no

Crea(ve
Process B.C.
K‐7

Characteris(cs of the Crea(ve Person
* curious
* seeks problems
* enjoys challenge
* op(mis(c
* able to suspend judgment
* comfortable with imagina;on

Characteris(cs con(nued
* sees problems as opportuni(es
* sees problems as interes(ng
* problems are emo(onally acceptable
* challenges assump;ons
* doesn't give up easily: perseveres,
works hard

Rubrics – poten(al pidalls
• if crea(vity represents a novel approach, then
a rubric that deﬁnes success in narrow terms
can only diminish crea(vity
• “rubrics designed to measure imagina(on and
crea(vity usually fail because they aeempt to
quan(fy the product rather than assess
student growth during the crea(ve process”
(Young, 2009)

• may not convey all we want students to know;
• may limit imagina(on if students feel
compelled to complete the assignment strictly
as outlined in the rubric
• could lead to anxiety if too many criteria are
included (anxiety limits crea(vity)
• can be too vague and contain dysfunc(onal
detail
• oien "test mastery" over "skill mastering."

On the plus side
When the rubric reﬂects both the nature of
the project and the grade level of the pupil, it
helps students develop a sense of
responsibility for their own work because the
rubric focuses the students‘ aeen(on to the
elements of the assessment process.

From a crea(vity perspec(ve there is a cri(cal
truth in problem solving: the goal is to solve the
problem, not to implement a par(cular solu(on.
When one solu(on path is not working, shii to
another. There is no commitment to a par(cular
path, only to a par(cular goal. Path ﬁxa(on can
some(mes be a problem for those who do not
understand this; they become overcommieed to
a path that does not work and only frustra(on
results (Harris, 1998).

Approaches to consider

The single point rubric
• deﬁnes proﬁcient performance
• recognizes that “it is not necessary to describe …
all the ways to do poorly in detail” (Fluckiger, 2010)
• realizes “if the highest level is already prescribed
then crea(vity may be limited to that pre‐
determined level. Using mul(ple point rubrics,
students oien only do as much as it takes to get
to the top level, then they stop” (Fluckiger, 2010).

Considera(ons for mul( point rubrics
• issues arise when achievement is deﬁned in
narrow terms so that students do not have to
ask themselves what they might do to ‘solve’
the problem
• further problems occur when ‘excellence’ is
deﬁned because the deﬁni(on eﬀec(vely puts
a ceiling on what might be possible

• Rubrics that leave excellence open ended and
don’t prescribe what it is, leave room for
students to strive and be crea(ve
• Rubrics that are only a part of the assessment
in a classroom become a means of providing
feedback but not the whole story
Or put another way…

Rubrics should be suﬃciently general so that
their connec(on with the overall goals is
evident.
‐ designing rubrics too speciﬁcally for the
speciﬁcs of the assignment rather than the
overall goals of the assignment can limit
student freedom to demonstrate knowledge
and skills

• They should be descrip0ve
‐ while remaining suﬃciently general, rubrics
should also be descrip(ve. As much as
possible they should describe unique and
typical characteris(cs of work at a given level.
* note that being descrip(ve is not the same
as being prescrip;ve

• Rubrics should be neither too many nor too
few.
there should be enough levels to iden(fy but
not so many that the diﬀerences between
them become indis(nguishable.

Crea;ve people o?en possess an ability to adopt
a number of diﬀerent stances or perspec;ves.
When they look at their own work, they focus
alternately on the technical aspects, the visual
design, the ideas, and so on. They develop a set of
standards or a checklist that directs their aEen;on
and helps them to monitor the crea;ve process.
In addi;on, they master a vocabulary that enables
them to assess their work in mul;ple dimensions,
so that they can pass more qualiﬁed judgements
than just ‘good’ or ‘bad’ (Lindström, 2006).

Ques(oning approaches
‐ Choose a picture that says something about
your way of expressing yourself. How can one
see that it is your work?
‐ What problems and diﬃcul;es did you
encounter during the work? How did you go
about resolving them?
Have you aEempted something you have never
done before? How did you manage?

Taken from Lindström, 2006
Process
criteria

Expert

Takes considerable
pains, approaches
themes and problems
in several different
ways and uses drafts,
sketches or test work
to develop the work
Often sets up problems
Inventiveness or reformulates
the problems set by
the teacher. Makes
consistent progress
and experiments regularly,
is willing to take risks and
often finds unexpected
solutions to problems.
Actively searches out
Ability to
models to emulate and
use Models
can use them in her work
in a multifaceted,
independent and well
integrated way.
Investigative
Work

Capacity
for SelfAssessment

Clearly identifies merits
and shortcomings in her
own work and can select
sketches, drafts and works
that illustrate her progress.
Can justify opinions and
explain why a particular
result was obtained. Can
produce qualified
judgements of peers’ work
and contribute
constructive criticism.

Novice

The student does not
give up in the face of
difficulties, preferring
to concentrate on a
particular approach
that she begins to
develop and refine.
The student
sometimes sets
herself problems. She
develops her
knowledge,
experiments fairly
often and sometimes
finds unexpected
solutions to problems
Makes active efforts
to find pictures for her
own work.
Demonstrates an
ability to select
images that suit her
intentions
As a rule, manages to
see for herself the
merits and
shortcomings in her
work, and can select
sketches, drafts and
works that illustrate
her
progress. Is beginning
to produce qualified
judgements of peers’
work.

Demonstrates a
degree of patience,
tries out her own
solutions and
approaches,
but does not develop
them.
Can take a problem
the teacher has set
and change it slightly.
Shows tendencies to
experiment and play
with colour, form and
composition, or
materials and
techniques.
The student shows
an interest in other
people’s pictures that
she or the teacher
has found, but she
confines herself to
copying them.
With some
assistance, can
identify her strengths
and weaknesses and
differentiate between
good and less
successful work. Her
views about her
peers’ work are
limited to subjective
preferences
(good/bad,
like/dislike).
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Gives up easily, does
not follow her own
ideas to completion,
and only does what
the teacher requires of
her.
Does not set herself
any problems, shows
no sign of
experimenting with
colour, form and
composition or
materials and
techniques
Shows no interest in
other people’s pictures
and cannot benefit
from them even when
the teacher has
helped find them.
Cannot identify
strengths and
weaknesses in her
own work or
differentiate between
good and less
successful work. Has
no views about the
work of her peers.

